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lil nas x ‘was afraid of alienating straight fans’ with montero video until he realised something very
important
Speaking from her London home days after the singer died on Tuesday, aged 65, Peko Keiko paid tribute to her
late husband.

not gay sex between straight
Scrapping gay sex bans around the world is vital to fighting the spread of HIV because it would encourage more
people to get tested, Britain's former health minister during the 1980s AIDS crisis said

bay city rollers les mckeown's wife tells of moment star confessed gay affairs
Andrew Polwarth told the boy, who was just 13 at the time, that their rendezvous was "really fun" and that he was
"a hottie".

interview-scrapping gay sex bans key to fighting hiv, says unaids ambassador
From Playing It Straight to Towie, queer people haven’t always had it easy on reality TV. But times are changing –
and ITV has a chance to lead the way

teacher who had sex with scots schoolboy he met on dating app denies knowing age of child
One video allegedly shows Kansas state Representative Mark Samsel asking students about their sex lives.
Another reportedly shows the Republican lawmaker pushing someone against a wall while working

why it’s high time for a gay love island
Sir Ian McKellen has said his work improved after he came out as gay in the Eighties. The actor, 81, talked about
coming out during an appearance on The Jonathan Ross Show. McKellen revealed his

kansas lawmaker arrested after allegedly asking about child’s sex life on video
Scrapping gay sex bans around the world is vital to fighting the spread of HIV because it would encourage more
people to get tested, Britain's former health minister during the 1980s AIDS crisis said

ian mckellen says his work got better after he came out as gay
With queer spaces shrinking at a dramatic rate, artist Lucy Hayhoe’s installation invites you on a night out for one
and asks: what makes a place gay?
the smallest gay bar in leeds: ‘don’t worry, there’s room to dance!’
Lil Nas X hesitated before introducing his bottoming banger “Montero (Call Me By Your Name)” to the world in
case its lyrics “alienated” his straight fans.
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